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Miharu Ichigo
Ichigo

Species: NH-29A Sprite
Gender: Female

Age: 5 months
Height: 5'1“ (154.94 cm)
Mass: 105 lbs (47.62 kg)

Occupation: Technical Sentry

Appearance

Body

Hair: Shortly-cropped black hair.
Eyes: Brown eyes.
Skin/Body: Caucasian skin tint with a slightly bulkier build than Mara.

Clothing

Ichigo typically wears orange paneled stretchsuit uniform with NSP 28C pistol (Miharu edition) and TA-14
diamond-edged knife on the belt. Usually carries tools in both thigh pockets.

Measurements

Height: 5'1” (154.94 cm)
Mass: 105 lbs (47.62 kg)
Bust/Waist/Hips: ??/??/?? (??/??/??)
Cup: A

Basic Background

Ichigo was created as a matching twin sister to Miharu Nimura, though she emerged first from the
hemosynthetic tank, which makes her the second sprite created on the Miharu. Ichigo spends most of her
time assisting in Miharu's and also helps out with security in the ship when the infantry crew needs a
hand. She is, to date, the only person able to have a real conversation with her twin sister.

Miscellaneous Info

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=species:nekovalkyrja:nh-29
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:mara
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:nimura
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Personality Quirks

Ichigo, while young, has had a need to mature fast - both from needing to prove appropriately supportive
to the typically overworked chief engineer of her ship, and also to wrap her mind around the early
discovery of her free-will and feminity. Finding herself implicated too-much too-fast in a possibly more
intimate relationship, Ichigo has sort of shied away a bit from social interactions and decided to spend
most of her time devoted to her duties until she could come to term with it. She tends to prefer spending
most of her time with her twin Nimura… mostly because the other offers uncomplicated, silent
companionship.

Still, Ichigo remains more personable than Nimura and tends to speak for her twin, whom rarely ever
utters a spoken word and doesn't say all that much through telepathy either. Even Ichigo is often
mystified by Nimura's behavior, though she remains typically tolerant and supportive - she's grown to
believe that despite Nimura being withdrawn and not sociable that she is actually much more talented
than she lets on.

Character Data
Character Name Ichigo
Character Owner Fred
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
Orders Orders
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